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Content 

1. Project
To store the test results, generally named as "Date+Sample"（2019XX_01unit_Fe）

2. Test
2.1. Document

Record the basic information about the sample which is reflected on the report 

2.2. Option 

1) Optical parameter：refractive index and absorption definition

2) Obscuration：Definition、range（generally 5-20%）

3) Optical mode：The difference between MIE and Fraunhofer

4) Sampling times：Represent the number of the times signal is acquired

2.3. General Test 

1) Supply water：

2) Bubble removing：Method, purpose

3) Auto align and background testing：Definition，features，purpose

4) Add sample：Multi point from different position and depth

5) Obscuration：Definition，generally range should be around 10%

6) Real time：Determine the effect of sample dispersion

7) Serial test and save：3-10 times

8) View results：Compare results to view repeatability

2.4. RI Test 

Save Refractive Index with the highest credibility 

2.5. Combined Test 

Save the results in a new type of project 

2.6. Image Test 

Parameter setting 

3. Print Results
Export results to PDF、Word、Excel, etc.
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Figure 1 Create project 
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Bettersizer S3 Operation Procedure 

The software version used for this operation procedure is V8.0, since Bettersizer 

S3 software is still being upgraded, the software interface may be different, and we will 

continue to update the operating procedure. If you find any problems in English 

translation or software function, welcome to correct, we will be very grateful. 

1. Operation Condition

1）10℃ < environment temperature < 30℃，relative humidity < 70%, and the 

laboratory should be fully equipped with supply and drainage facilities 

2）Clean environment without smoke and dust. There are no mechanical vibration 

sources and electromagnetic interference sources 

3）The dimensions of the bench are more than 2000mm╳600mm╳800mm 

4）Power supply should have a good grounding wire and is stable 

2. Start On

Start sequence：Computer→ Monitor→ Particle size analyzer→ Software 

3. General Test

For the first time to test a new sample, we need to determine the test conditions 

through General Test, such as ultrasonic time, obscuration, etc. 

1） Create project 

Project page → New Project → Input Project Name and select Creator → 

Double click the project and enter Record page 
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Figure 4 Supply water and remove bubble 
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2） Input document 

Test→ Test Process→ Document→ Input basic information of the sample 

3） Setting parameter  

Test→ Test Process→ Option→ Input optical parameter of the sample and 

generally keep the other parameters as default 

4） Sample testing 

a) Supply water：make the circulation tank full of pure water

b) Remove bubble：start U-Sonic，alternately start and close Circulate

（more than 3 times, internal time 3-5s），finally ensure the state of U-

Sonic and Circulate on and prepare for testing

Figure 2 Document 

Figure 3 Parameter setup 
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c) Auto alignment and Background test：Test→ Test Process→ Test→

General Test→ OK, please refer to Appendix 2 to check instrument state

d) Add sample：The obscuration presents the optical concentration of the

sample, which is controlled between 5%-20% based on particle size

e) Real Time

When the result of D10, D50, D90 of different time is almost stable and less 

than 5%, 3%, 5%, it is can be considered that the state of the sample is stable in 

the dispersion system. At the same time, to record the time the sample is dispersed 

in the dispersion system, which can be adopted in SOP (First time) 

Figure 5 Auto alignment and background testing 

Figure 6 Real time for checking the stability of sample in the medium 
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f) Save result：Serial Test→Select the average result→ Input the sample name

5） Print result 

Select the results in Record page and click Print from File ribbon 

6） System cleaning 

Click Auto Clean，the system will automatically clean the system 3 times. 

4. Auto Test

After determining the test conditions of the new sample (such as ultrasonic

time, dispersion pressure, etc.), the sample can be tested through Auto Test 

1）Create project：Refer to General Test 

2）Input document：Refer to General Test 

3）Setting parameter：Refer to General Test 

4）Sample testing： 

Figure 7 Save the results 

Figure 8 Print results and auto clean 
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a） Setting SOP：Test→ Test Process→ Test→ Auto Test→ Set SOP→ 

change parameter（The general test determines the sample dispersion 

time, usually only First time need to be changed）→OK 

b）Auto test：Test→ Test Process→ Test→ Auto Test→ Auto Test 

c） Add sample：Refer to General Test 

5）Print result：Refer to General Test 

5. Refractive Index Test

a) Supply water：Please refer to General Test

b) Remove bubble：Please refer to General Test

c) Auto alignment and Background test：Please refer to General Test

d) Add sample：Please refer to General Test

e) Real Time: Please refer to General Test

f) Refractive index test：General Test→ Refractive Index Measurement→

Default→ Test→ Save→ Input a new name for the sample→Close

Figure 10 Quickly select refractive index from database 

Figure 9 Setting SOP and auto test 
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Note: usually choose the refractive index with the highest credibility (generally 

named as "Real part + Imaginary part"), which can be stored in RI database and 

selected in Optical parameter - New particle, as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 

6. Combined Test

The combined test needs to check the parameter of Enable Combined Test

from Option, and the rest of the test procedures is the same as the General Test. 

Figure 11 Test and save refractive index 

Figure 12 Parameter setup of combined test 
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7. Image Test
For the first time to test a new sample, we need to determine the test conditions 

through General Test, such as ultrasonic time, circulation speed, etc. 

1） Input document 

2） Setting parameters 

Confirm the parameter of Delete Conditions, and generally keep other 

parameters as default→Start Test 

Figure 14 Parameter setup of Image 

Figure 13 Document of Image 
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3） Sample testing 

a) Supply water：Refer to General Test

b) Remove bubble：Refer to General Test

c) Add sample and Test：According to the CCD to determine the amount of

the sample added. The amount of sample is sufficient, but not adjacent.

d) Save result：

Figure 15 Add sample and prepare to test 

Figure 16 Save sample 
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4） Print result 

Select one of the results in Result Managements and Print size or shape report 

5） System cleaning: Refer to General Test 

8. Shut Down

Shutdown sequence：Software →Particle size analyzer→ Computer→ Monitor

Figure 17 Print results 
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Appendix 1: Instrument State 

Background is the signal value of each photodetector when nothing is added into 

the circulation tank. The purpose of background test is to reset the system before test, 

eliminate the influence of non-sample factors. 

Background features: 

① Laser light intensity Io should be between 10000-30000

② Background value should be between 0.75 and 6

③ Signals smoothly decline from left to right.

④ The number of signal channels in the test window should be less than 20

 

 

Appendix 1 Normal background state in the measurement window 

Appendix 2 Abnormal background state in the measurement window 

Optical path offset needs 

adjustment 

Sample cell or lens 

are not clean 

Sample cell or lens 

are misty 
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Appendix 2: Replacement and Cleaning of the Flow Cell 

After a long period of usage, flow cell should be cleaned. Cleaning steps as follows: 

1. First take out the sample cell (test window) components, remove the top screws

which used to fix the flow cell, take out the flow cell and mark its installation direction; 

2.Put the flow cell into the water which containing detergent, hold the sides of the

flow cell, repeatedly clean the flow cell from inside to outside with a cotton swab 

moistened with detergent, thoroughly wash off inside and outside of the flow cell with 

distilled water; 

3. Carefully scrub the outside surface of the flow cell with paper towels to make

it clean, mount the flow cell back according to the directions marked, put the sealing 

gasket correctly in place, tighten the screws on the top; 

4. Insert the entire assembly into the instrument, add 500 ml distilled water into

the circulation and dispersion system, click the “Circulate” button to fill the tubing with 

distilled water and then start up the computer for “background” testing. If the 

background is normal (relative to Fig. 4.9), then the instrument can be used; if not, you 

need to calibrate the background. 

5. If there are scratches, wear and cracks on the surface of the flow cell, you need

to replace it with a new one. Before using a new flow cell instead, you need to clean it 

at first, mark the up, down, front and rear directions (for convenient disassembly and 

cleaning in the future), and then test background. 

(1) Open  (2) Take out flow cell assembly 

(4) Take out the flow cell (3) Remove the screws 
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Appendix 3 Procedure for cleaning the sample cell 

     (5) Water + Detergent (6) Wash the cell 

(8) Dry the surface (7) Flush the cell 

(9) Mount the cell and gasket (10) Tighten the screws 

(12) Close (11) Insert assembly 
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Appendix 3: Routine Maintenance 

1）After the testing, the circulating tank should be filled with pure water. It is suggested 

that the circulating tank and pipeline should have clean water if we don’t use the 

instrument for a short time (less than 3 days). For a long time (more than 7 days) 

without testing or at low temperatures (less than 0 degrees), please drain the water 

from the circulating tank. Instruments of solvent type should be cleaned up after 

each test. 

2）To timely clean the sample cell according to the number of samples tested, the 

degree of adhesion and status prompt of the software. For detailed information, 

please refer to User’s Manual. 

3）When testing the background, we should ensure that the sample cell should be clean, 

the pipeline should be filled with water and the bubble should be removed 

4）Pay attention to cleaning the circulating pipeline regularly according to the number 

of samples tested and the degree of adhesion to ensure cleanliness  

5）General water-based circulating pump system can only use water as the medium, 

cannot use toluene, butanone, ether, ethanol and other organic solvents, otherwise 

it will corrode the pipeline and sealing system. If you need to use solvent, please 

buy solvent-based circulating dispersion system. 

6）Clean the water level gauge on the side wall of the circulating tank frequently, 

otherwise the Supply water will fail. 

7）It is recommended to clean the sample cell at least once a week. 

8）Pay attention to the difference between water temperature and room temperature to 

prevent fogging on the surface of the sample cell from affecting the test. 

9）Regular inspection and replacement of peristaltic pump silicone hose (usually the 

abrasion time is 500 hours). 

10） In order to avoid long-term fatigue, extend the service life of various parts of 

the device, it is recommended to shut down and rest for 1-2 hours after continuous 

work more than 10 hours. 

11） In order to ensure repeatability and accuracy, the test parameters, obscuration, 

dispersion time, sampling method and dosage of dispersant are required to be 

consistent. 


